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1. Introduction and Motivation
I Global 3D fluid simulations of SOL plasma
turbulence are presented using the GBS
code [1].
I Interplay between the plasma outflow from the
core, perpendicular transport and parallel losses
at the limiter.
I No separation between equilibrium and
fluctuating quantities.
I Boundary conditions at the limiter strongly
affect several properties of the plasma, imposing
the plasma losses at the wall and therefore the
steady state profiles and the plasma circulation.
2. Progressive approach using basic plasma physics devices
I GBS has been used for simulating basic plasma physics devices of increasing complexity: linear devices
(LAPD, HelCat) [2] and Simple Magnetized Toroidal plasmas (TORPEX, Helimak) [3].
LAPD HelCat Helimak TORPEX
I Unstable linear modes, saturation mechanism, biasing effects have been analyzed.
I We are now approaching the description of the tokamak SOL, by starting from a simple setup.
3. Simulation model
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· ∇A, [A,B] = b · (∇A×∇B)












I Local magnetic shear:
∂x → ∂x + (y/a)sˆ∂y
I Toroidal limiter
I Localized n and Te sources around x0
4. Boundary conditions at the magnetic presheath entrance
I Based on a recent theory [5,6], a complete set of
boundary conditions at the MPE is derived.
v||i = cs
[± 1 + θn ∓ 12θTe − 2φTeθφ]
v||e = cs
[± exp (Λ− ηm)− 2φTeθφ + 2(θn + θTe)]
∂sφ = −cs
[± 1 + θn ± 12θTe]∂sv||i
∂sn = − ncs
[± 1 + θn ± 12θTe]∂sv||i
∂sTe = 0













I This set is fully consistent with kinetic simulations
of the plasma-wall transition [7].
I These boundary conditions faithfully supply the
sheath physics to fluid codes that are based on
the ion drift-approximation.







































































I Motivation: Combining model equations and b.c., SOL equilibrium profiles can be estimated analytically.
I Time and toroidal average n, Te and V‖i equations
I Retain dominant terms according to simulations
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I Linearize in x (radial), Taylor expand in y (poloidal)
I Assume V‖i ≈ V‖e
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6. Intrinsic rotation
I Motivation: Intrinsic rotation in L-mode may be driven by scrape-off-layer flows [8].





























I Simulations performed with q = 2,4,8 (thus varying α) and with different limiter positions (thus varying L⊥)
7. Effect of the limiter position
I Motivation: Recent studies [9] suggest that the position of the limiter strongly determines the SOL width
and the heat peak loads to the walls. This is crucial for the ITER startup phase.
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